In the past 2 decades, there has been an increasing tendency to use scores from the TOEFL iBT® Speaking test for decisions regarding the certification of international graduate students as teaching assistants at North American universities. To obtain validity evidence in support of the usefulness of the speaking scores for this secondary use of the test, this study adopted the argument-based approach to validation. Focusing on the domain description inference in the TOEFL interpretive argument, the study investigated whether the language functions elicited by TOEFL iBT Speaking tasks can be identified in authentic discourse produced by international teaching assistants (ITAs) with different instructional roles. We compiled and analyzed 2 corpora-a TOEFL iBT speech corpus and an ITA speech corpus. The TOEFL corpus contained 2,738 responses to integrated and independent tasks. The ITA corpus of 119 spoken texts included multiple disciplines and 3 instructional genres: lab, recitation, and lecture. The 2 corpora were manually annotated using the knowledge framework (Mohan, 1986) , which is a heuristic in systemic functional linguistics (SFL) used to identify knowledge structures (KSs) and language functions based on how linguistic choices function in the discourse. Then, the following types of data were quantitatively analyzed: discourse units annotated per KS category, discourse units annotated per language function, KS categories occurring in each text, language functions occurring in each text, and KSs and functions from each component of the spoken corpora. The corpus data revealed how the language functions were realized and how they varied. Overall, the results indicated that TOEFL iBT Speaking tasks elicit most of the language functions identified in ITA discourse, suggesting that this test accounts for the functional language ability necessary for effective instructional performance as a teaching assistant in the target domain of language use. The discrepancy detected in the use of some functions pertaining to 2 KSs warrants further examination of the extent to which it may impact secondary test use and score interpretation. 
are interpreted as indicative of the test takers' ability to combine their listening, reading, speaking, and writing skills to perform academic tasks.
Institutions in more than 130 countries use TOEFL iBT scores primarily for admission purposes. Secondary uses of TOEFL iBT scores have also been suggested, for the "information derived from the proficiency levels may also be used in guiding English-language instruction, placement decisions, and awarding of certification" (Jamieson et al., 2000, p. 10) . In the United States, there has been an increasing tendency to use TOEFL iBT speaking scores for decisions regarding the language certification of international teaching assistants (ITAs). The need to assess ITAs' oral language performance emerged in the 1970s when the growing number of ITAs raised serious concerns among undergraduate students and their parents about how the ITAs' insufficient English-language ability impacted the quality of undergraduate education (Bailey, 1983 (Bailey, , 1984 Ruderman, 2000) . In response to these concerns, many states developed legislative mandates requiring higher education institutions to assess ITAs' oral proficiency and to certify them before they enter the classroom (Brown, Fishman, & Jones, 1990; Dick & Robinson, 1994) . At the same time, the law left it to the discretion of institutions as to how certification should take place.
Individual institutions, which use teaching assistants for different purposes and in different instructional contexts, have adopted different commercial or in-house assessments (T. L. Farnsworth, 2014) . The most common assessments for ITA certification have been the Spoken Proficiency English Assessment Kit (SPEAK, an institutional version of the retired Test of Spoken English developed by the Educational Testing Service), oral interviews, and teaching simulation tests (Plakans & Abraham, 1990) . Generally, the Test of Spoken English served to screen ITA candidates' speaking proficiency prior to their arrival on campus, and SPEAK was administered locally for on-site screening as a tentative judgment of suitability for ITA assignment.
Because ETS discontinued the SPEAK test, ITA programs nationwide have expressed interest in using the TOEFL iBT speaking scores in addition to in-house ITA performance assessments, 1 as this test now contains an integrated speaking performance component. Most commonly, TOEFL iBT speaking scores are used as a screening measure, where the cutoff scores range between 23 and 28 and a score of 27 or higher is considered to be a relatively reliable indicator of ITA proficiency (T. Farnsworth, 2012) . While in-house assessments and TOEFL iBT speaking generally serve complementary functions in ITA testing, some universities are contemplating using TOEFL iBT speaking scores for ITA certification, 2 that is, for permission to teach or assist instruction based on the level of oral English-language proficiency. There is certainly a practical and cost-saving advantage to such an application of the speaking scores, as a considerable number of universities already use TOEFL iBT scores for admissions. However, the validity of the speaking scores for ITA assessment purposes has yet to be empirically substantiated. Although a few studies provide evidence supporting the validity of the interpretation and use of the TOEFL iBT speaking scores for ITA certification (T. L. Farnsworth, 2013; Lim et al., 2012; Wagner, 2016; Wylie & Tannenbaum, 2006) , "additional evidence needs to be established to support it as a measure of speaking ability in instructional settings and the use of the scores for making decisions about teaching assistantship (TA) assignments at institutions in the United States" (Xi, 2007, p. 319) . Adhering to Xi's call for more research on this secondary use of the test, we sought to gather evidence needed for interpreting the TOEFL iBT speaking scores as indicators of language ability necessary for effective instructional performance as a teaching assistant in the target domain of language use.
To ensure congruency with the TOEFL iBT validity research, our study employed the argument-based approach to validation presented in Chapelle, Enright, and Jamieson (2008) . This is a validation model that consists of a chain of inferences about the interpretations and uses of the test scores, propositional warrants associated with the inferences, and specific assumptions underlying the respective warrants. Each inference is established when the warrant associated with it is sustained by a collection of backing evidence that supports the assumptions underlying the warrant. Of the series of inferences Chapelle et al. (2008) outlined, we aimed to investigate the domain description inference, which bears particular relevance to the TOEFL research needs (articulated in the 2014-2023 TOEFL COE Research Program request for proposals). According to Chapelle et al., a warrant supporting the domain description inference is that observations of performance on the test reveal relevant knowledge, skills, and abilities in contexts representative of those in the target domain. Some assumptions underlying this warrant are that representative academic tasks are identified and that critical academic English-language skills needed for study are identified. The assumption we put forth is related to an aspect of academic language skills-functional language, essential in performing teaching tasks in different settings of the target ITA domain. Specifically, we assumed that the language functions elicited by TOEFL iBT speaking tasks are identified in authentic ITA discourse.
Given this focus on language functions, and also considering that the TOEFL iBT test design is grounded in communicative competence theories (Bachman & Palmer, 1996; Canale & Swain, 1980) , this study was conducted in the tradition of systemic functional linguistics (SFL). SFL theory treats language as social semiotics, as a resource used for communication (Halliday, 1978) . In other words, "speakers bring repertoires of meaning-making resources to an interaction," the meaning-making resources being functional language used "to achieve social goals as the interaction unfolds" (Rose, 2017, p. 4) . To analyze functional language in our target domain, we employed the knowledge framework heuristic (Mohan, 1986 (Mohan, , 1989 , examining the linguistic resources in a corpus of instructional discourse produced by ITAs in authentic lecture, recitation, and lab settings. To further determine if the functional language identified in the ITA domain was elicited by TOEFL iBT speaking tasks, we applied the same heuristic to the analysis of a corpus of test taker responses, then we juxtaposed the language functions in ITA discourse with those identified in the spoken performance of TOEFL iBT test takers. The data revealed how the functions were realized in both corpora, enhancing our understanding of functional language use in the ITA domain and in the test responses to TOEFL iBT speaking tasks. Additionally, the comparison indicated that TOEFL iBT speaking tasks elicited most of the language functions identified in ITA discourse, thus providing backing evidence for the stated assumption. This supporting evidence, as well as a discrepancy detected in the use of some functions, bears implications for interpreting the meaning of scores for the secondary use of this test.
TOEFL IBT SPEAKING AND DOMAIN DESCRIPTION

Validity of TOEFL iBT Speaking
In university settings, TOEFL iBT, including the speaking component, has been adopted for both undergraduate-and graduate-level decisions, as no strong evidence was found to support differences between academic levels and disciplines in terms of tasks relevant for course completion (Jamieson et al., 2000) . Numerous studies validated such uses of the TOEFL iBT test with respect to various aspects of assessment, including test task design, relationships with other criteria in academic contexts, and factor structure (Bridgeman, Powers, Stone, & Mollaun, 2012; Ockey, Koyama, Setoguchi, & Sun, 2014; Sawaki, Stricker, & Oranje, 2009) . A research agenda has also been initiated for ITA-related uses of scores. T. L. Farnsworth (2013) conducted a construct validity study of the TOEFL iBT speaking test for ITA certification using factor analysis. His study indicated that this test and a local assessment of ITA oral proficiency measured the same underlying construct. Xi (2007 Xi ( , 2008 obtained criterion-related validity evidence for the potential use of TOEFL iBT speaking scores for ITA screening by comparing those scores with local ITA measures administered in three U.S. universities. Lim et al. (2012) used the SPEAK test as a criterion measure, finding moderate correlations between the two tests. An earlier standard-setting study by Wylie and Tannenbaum (2006) established a minimum recommended TOEFL iBT speaking cut score of 23 for ITA screening and the score of 26 as comparable to the Test of Spoken English score of 50. These studies have begun to provide a foundation of evidence supporting the use of TOEFL iBT speaking scores for ITA screening and/or certification purposes. Bachman and Palmer (1996) maintained that "to justify the use of language tests, we need to be able to demonstrate that performance on language tests corresponds to language use in specific domains other than the language test itself" (p. 23). Kane (2004) concurred, stating that "if the test is intended to be interpreted as a measure of competence in some domain, then efforts to describe the domain carefully and to develop items that reflect the domain . . . tend to support the intended interpretation" (p. 141). From this perspective, uses of TOEFL iBT scores to make decisions regarding admissions and appropriate curricula for test takers can be considered warranted, for situational variables are integrated in task design as part of task characteristics to reflect a variety of academic domains that applicants may encounter at U.S. universities (Butler, Eignor, Jones, McNamara, & Suomi, 2000; Jamieson et al., 2000) . Two studies, in particular, inquired whether TOEFL iBT tasks satisfactorily reflect the characteristics of the target academic domain tasks. Cumming, Grant, Mulcahy-Ernt, and Powers (2005) interviewed seven experienced English as a second language (ESL) instructors, obtaining positive evidence for the domain representation of prototype TOEFL tasks as well as for the consistency of student performance on those tasks in ESL classes. In a similar vein, Rosenfeld, Leung, and Oltman (2001) conducted a survey investigation with faculty, undergraduate students, and graduate students from 21 universities in the United States and Canada to evaluate task statements developed based on the TOEFL 2000 Framework (Jamieson et al., 2000) , finding that the tasks were considered relevant and important for academic success. A limitation of these studies is that they both relied only on stakeholders' perceptions about the nature of the target domain tasks for the justification of test task design. Chapelle et al. (2008) explained that "domain description links performances in the target domain to the observation of performance in the test domain" (p. 14), referring to performance as "language skills, knowledge, and processes needed for study in English-medium colleges and universities" (p. 19, emphasis added). However, it is reasonable to assume that the types of tasks international applicants have to engage in as graduate students for study and the types of tasks ITAs need to engage in for teaching are different, and that imposes constraints on the generalization made from their performance on the test to their performance in teaching contexts, that is, in the target domain of language use.
Target Domain Considerations
According to the TOEFL 2000 Speaking Framework (Butler et al., 2000) , context variables believed to affect language use include setting and participant roles. Oral communication in academic settings (e.g., one on one, small groups, or large classes) is characterized as "primarily directed towards acquiring, transmitting, and demonstrating knowledge" as well as intended for "organization, management, and regulation of learning activities" (Butler et al., 2000, p. 2) . Another important variable considered in view of task purpose and situational characteristics is discourse features, which can be generic/pragmatic and structural (Butler et al., 2000) . The latter include such elements as accomplishment of the task, sufficiency of response length and complexity, grammatical adequacy, and lexical precision. The generic/pragmatic discourse features function at micro and macro levels. The micro level is defined by short interactive turns in an exchange or a series of exchanges (e.g., directives, declaratives, and suasion); the macro level is characterized in terms of extended discourse (e.g., patterns of exposition, organization, and rhetorical properties of text types).
The types of exchanges in ITAs' pedagogic discourse arguably vary depending on the tasks and purposes they have to accomplish to fulfill teaching roles in lab, recitation, or lecture settings (Axelson & Madden, 1994) . Presenting content, leading discussions, clarifying questions, and so on, means that the English communication demands in the target ITA domain include functional language ability (Lazaraton & Wagner, 1996) -in other words, the ability to use such language functions as explaining, narrating, describing, defining, comparing, evaluating, and concluding to effectively convey content. Functional language plays a critical role in the assessment of speaking ability in academic contexts (Butler et al., 2000) . However, despite being reportedly problematic in ITA-student communication (Madden & Myers, 1994; Tyler, 1992; Williams, 1992) , functional language use in different types of exchanges at different levels of interactivity has been underinvestigated in both pedagogic discourse research and in TOEFL and ITA testing research. Existing pedagogic and ITA discourse studies mainly focus on textual features and varying functions of individual lexicogrammatical items, particularly metadiscursive devices (Liao, 2009; Tyler, 1992; Williams, 1992) . To our knowledge, Levis, Levis, and Slater (2012) is the only study that presented an exemplary analysis of how ITAs use functional language to organize material, build background knowledge, make connections, and reconstruct knowledge. Clearly there is a gap in knowledge that needs to be addressed to comprehensively describe functional language use in the ITA target domain.
METHODOLOGY
This study was motivated by the need to validate a secondary use of the TOEFL iBT speaking test scores for the purpose of certification of ITAs in English-medium universities. In line with this need, we investigated the domain description inference in the TOEFL interpretive argument (Chapelle et al., 2008) . We aimed to conduct domain analysis and determine whether the language functions elicited by TOEFL iBT speaking tasks are identified in authentic ITA discourse. For that purpose, we employed the SFL knowledge framework heuristic and identified the functional-semantic discourse units in two corpora: a corpus of authentic ITA discourse and a corpus of TOEFL iBT speaking responses.
Analytic Framework
SFL is a descriptive and interpretive theory of language as a strategic meaning-making resource. Concerned with functional modeling of language in context, systemic functionalists describe the relation between the language used in discourse and the social practice in which it is situated. According to Mohan (1986) , the situation can be considered a semiotic structure. As such, a typical situation includes certain "abstract categories of the field of situation typically realised in discourse by logical meanings of the semantic system" (p. 103). These abstract categories, termed knowledge structures (KSs), constitute the core of the knowledge framework (Mohan, 1986 (Mohan, , 1989 .
The knowledge framework was initially designed to connect language and thinking skills in content-area teaching, the KSs being intended to represent both the linguistic structures of discourse and the structures in the mind that people use to process discourse (Mohan, 1998) . Scholars have also adopted it as a heuristic for analyzing "doing" in the discourse in terms of semantic structure and its linguistic realizations to "illustrate how expert content-area teachers use language to teach and promote critical thinking in their disciplines" (Slater & Gleason, 2011, p. 7) . Therefore this heuristic is a particularly relevant analytic framework for our investigation of functional language use in the pedagogic discourse of ITAs.
Underlying the knowledge framework is the concept of activity, defined as "a combination of action and theoretical understanding" (Mohan, 1986, p. 42) . The distinction between the theoretical understanding that guides the action (i.e., knowing, or background knowledge) and the action itself (i.e., doing, or action knowledge) is rendered through dyadic theory-practice relationships between three pairs of KSs: CLASSIFICATION-DESCRIPTION, PRINCIPLES-SEQUENCE, and EVALUATION-CHOICE (see Appendix A). The KSs in each theory-practice pair are interrelated. The following utterances are an example for CLASSIFICATION-DESCRIPTION from Mohan (2007) . Here the theoretical understanding of classification according to car types (fire engine) is necessary for the practice of describing the object.
1. Mother: What cars have you got there? 2. Stephen: There's a fire engine one with a ladder on. Overall at theory level (background knowledge), CLASSIFICATION addresses concepts, PRINCIPLES concerns rules and cause-effect relationships, and EVALUATION regards assessments or judgments. At practice level (action knowledge), DESCRIPTION details particulars, SEQUENCE explains procedures, and CHOICE includes descriptions of reasonaction relationships. Each of the three pairs of KSs is characterized by linguistic features that indicate the kind of knowledge being constructed. To this end, KSs can be considered macrolevel discourse features; a particular KS at the macro level accounts for a variety of linguistic features at the micro level. For example, PRINCIPLES with such language functions as explanation, prediction, causes, and effects can be marked by micro-level linguistic means for general reference, action verbs expressing material processes, conjunctions and adverbials expressing consequences, and lexis expressing cause-effect relationships (see more examples in Mohan (1986) ).
Context is another central concept in this framework, as it determines what language choices express particular functional meanings indicative of particular KSs. Context is also important from the perspective of validation and construct definition in language assessment. Xi (2015) , for example, viewed context as part of the speaking construct, treated key language use contexts as integral to the domain model, and specified language use domains and speech genres as contextual factors of speaking tasks. As stated earlier, the domain we aimed to study was represented by three instructional settings: lab, recitation, and lecture. The pedagogic discourse produced in these settings can be attributed to respectively named curriculum genres, defined as "goal-driven classroom activities, devoted to the accomplishment of significant educational ends" (Christie, 2002, p. 22) . In the following section, we describe how text samples of lab, recitation, and lecture curriculum genres were collected and compiled into our ITA speech corpus. The knowledge framework analysis was conducted on this corpus as well as on a corpus of TOEFL iBT speaking responses described thereafter.
Compilation and Preparation of the Corpora
International Teaching Assistant Speech Corpus
The ITA discourse data were obtained from 52 international graduate students working as teaching assistants at Iowa State University. The participants were recruited via e-mail and personal communication with the ITAs who had taken the institutional Oral English Certification Test (OECT) between July 2011 and August 2015. Based on OECT results, students are either fully certified (Level 1), conditionally certified (Level 2), certified with restrictions (Level 3), or not certified (Level 4). Level 1 test takers are generally assigned a lecturing instructor role by their departments, while Level 2 and Level 3 test takers are assigned recitation leader and lab assistant roles, respectively. Test takers with Level 4 are still given an assistantship, but with teaching-related responsibilities such as grading or setting up and maintaining equipment. Because we intended to collect data from settings in which ITAs have to engage in direct oral interactions with students, we recruited participants with OECT scores at Levels 1, 2, and 3.
Participating ITAs signed a consent form and agreed to audio-record their speech in class. A research assistant helped the ITAs set up a small, portable audio-recording device. To avoid any interference with the ITA-student interaction, the research assistant waited outside the classroom and collected the recorded samples at the end of each session. Of the 52 ITAs who agreed to participate in the study, 21 led lab sessions only, 9 held recitations, and 9 taught both lab and recitation sessions. The remaining 13 ITAs taught a course as an independent instructor. The ITAs' first-language backgrounds included Indo-Aryan (n = 18), Chinese (n = 15), Persian (n = 5), Korean (n = 4), Spanish (n = 4), Turkish (n = 2), Vietnamese (n = 2), and Slavic (n = 1; plus one unknown). In terms of gender, 31 of our participants were men, and 21 were women.
Most participants (n = 49) provided two speech samples. Table 1 describes the composition of the ITA speech corpus, which contains 119 spoken texts with a total word count of 638,233 words. The lecture and recitation audio files were 50-80 min long, whereas the lab session audio files were 1-3 hours long. The average word counts of a speech sample per curriculum genre were as follows: lab, 8,677 words; lecture, 4,090 words; and recitation, 3,747 words. All ITA audio files were first processed to remove unnecessary noise or dialogue that occurred before or after the session. Then the files were deidentified, each file name containing the following information: genre index, participant ID number, ordinal number of the speech sample, and month/year when the sample was collected (e.g., lab-01-2-nov2015). For consistency, we adapted ETS transcription conventions. A minor modification was introduced for fillers such as "uh" and "mm," the multiple consequent recurrences of which were transcribed as one instance. The transcribers, native-English-speaking undergraduate research assistants, received training in the use of transcribing conventions and continually consulted one of the investigators when clarification was needed. They transcribed only ITA talk (student talk was not included) and also added a time stamp in the transcription for unclear words or utterances so that the researchers could listen for audio clues, if needed, when later annotating the ITA texts. The transcription files were then formatted as plain text files needed for further annotation.
TOEFL iBT Speech Corpus
Our TOEFL iBT data set consisted of 2,879 audio files and transcriptions provided by ETS. These were speech samples of independent and integrated responses from the TOEFL iBT speaking test. Although the TOEFL iBT speech corpus could not be fully compatible with the ITA speech corpus in terms of proficiency level, we attempted to account for comparability to the degree possible. Considering that the lowest converted final TOEFL iBT speaking score of ITAs who took the OECT between July 2011 and August 2015 was 15, we included responses with 2, 3, and 4 points in the raw score for individual speaking tasks because this score range may be included in converted final scores of 15 and higher. We excluded responses that obtained 1 point in the raw score because the converted final score of their composite scores over the six TOEFL iBT speaking tasks (i.e., a total of 6 points in the raw score) was below 15. Overall, the corpus contained 2,738 speech samples of responses to Tasks 1-6 and scores 2-4 ( Table 2 ). The size of this corpus amounted to 311,570 words (Tasks 1-2 responses, 88,589 words; Tasks 3-6 responses, 222,981 words). The average number of words per text was 114. The TOEFL iBT speech corpus was more diverse than the ITA speech corpus given the greater number of speakers (n = 481) as well as the lack of geographical restrictions. The test takers contributing to the corpus were native speakers of a wider variety of languages (n = 42): 70 speakers of Korean, 69 speakers of Chinese, 59 speakers of Indo-Aryan, 45 speakers of Spanish, 32 speakers to Arabic, 32 speakers of Japanese, 21 speakers of German, 14 speakers of Turkish, 13 speakers of French, 13 speakers of Tagalog, 11 speakers of Russian, 10 speakers of Thai, and 91 speakers of other languages. Of 481 examinees, 206 identified their gender as female, whereas 217 identified as male, and 58 did not specify their gender.
Refinement of the Knowledge Framework
To better understand how the knowledge framework categories would be realized in our corpora, we first conducted an analysis of a randomly selected set of TOEFL iBT and ITA speech samples. This preliminary application of the framework revealed that existing KS definitions and descriptions did not capture the complexity of the target curriculum genres and were not precise enough for our intended two-tier (i.e., KS and language function) corpus annotation task. Consequently, our initial analysis was extended to refine the framework. With our research assistants (graduate students in applied linguistics), we jointly analyzed texts from both corpora, discussing each sentence and clause vis-à-vis the KSs in Mohan's (1989 Mohan's ( , 1998 knowledge framework, particularly addressing ambiguous, unclear, ill-defined, and missing functional categories. As a result, we refined the framework and added new functions (italicized in Table 3 ). Additionally, we developed specific descriptors for the language functions of each KS. Unlike Mohan's (1986) description of KS pairs, our descriptors differed in the degree of specificity. For instance, Mohan listed some of the same linguistic features to describe more than one KS (e.g., general reference and additive conjunction for both KS1 CLASSIFICATION and KS2 DESCRIPTION). Our descriptors referred to individual functions pertaining to an individual KS, as in the example of the classifying function in KS1 CLASSIFICATION:
• 
Annotation of the Corpora
The development of detailed KS descriptors partially overlapped with pilot annotation through concurrent segmentation and classification. These two strands of work informed the development of detailed annotation guidelines. Considering the insights gained from our preliminary analysis and framework refinement, the guidelines defined the clause as the unit of analysis and stipulated rules and exceptions (particularly because both corpora contained learner language that was often inaccurate, incomplete, and prone to different interpretations). Involving the research assistants in the refinement of the knowledge framework helped them better understand the KS categories needed for corpus annotation. Additionally, they went through substantial practice using the annotation guidelines for a series of exercise annotation and adjudication sessions, for which they annotated randomly selected texts independently and then discussed agreements and disagreements with the principal investigator as a group.
Three annotators annotated corpus texts independently, each being assigned different sets of TOEFL iBT and ITA texts. Simultaneous annotation of texts from both corpora was intended to prevent the annotators from developing a bias toward a particular type of discourse. The new KS descriptors and the annotation guidelines were continually consulted during corpus annotation. Examples of linguistic realizations also continued to be confirmed and added to the descriptors of the language functions. Additionally, the annotators consulted with each other and the principal investigator via e-mail regarding excerpts whose functional meaning was unclear. Such issues were also resolved at weekly working group meetings by identifying the most functionally prominent linguistic cues, clarifying causes of possible misunderstanding, and sharing analytic strategies.
For corpus annotation, we used the Callisto software because it allowed for multilayered tagging. Each clause in each text was tagged with a KS as well as with a respective language function. As illustrated in Figure 1 , different colors indicate the KSs of individual clauses, and the functions under each KS are shown in the lower section of the screen. For example, the first clause is annotated as KS4 SEQUENCE (knowledge structure) and narrating (language function). Given that the ITA speech samples were significantly longer than the TOEFL responses, annotating the full texts was not feasible for our project's timeline. Therefore we reduced the size of the ITA data for annotation to 311,613 words, which was comparable to 311,570 words in the TOEFL iBT speech corpus. In this attempt for comparability, we did not remove texts from the ITA speech corpus; rather, we annotated the first 2,700-2,800 words from the beginning of all ITA texts in the corpus. The average word count of annotated ITA texts is 2,619.
To verify, improve, and maintain the quality of annotation, weekly reliability check sessions were held throughout the annotation process. For these sessions, the annotators were assigned a total of 26 sets 3 of the same texts; each set contained three to four texts from the TOEFL iBT speech corpus and an excerpt from an ITA text, with word counts ranging between 393 and 439, respectively. Acceptable levels of interannotator reliability were achieved. Cohen's kappa for all the sets was .75. Each annotator's individual agreement with the final adjudications was higher than the agreements between them across all the reliability check sessions (.91 and .81). To assess the annotators' performance in agreement with the final adjudications, Light's kappa coefficients were calculated by averaging pairwise Cohen's kappa coefficients within each set and across the entire sets (Gwet, 2014) . The overall agreement among the annotators in relation to the final adjudications was .82. Conger's kappa coefficients were also calculated to estimate the percentage chance agreement among individual annotators because, in addition to the texts prepared for adjudication, they independently annotated individually assigned texts. The overall Conger's kappa estimate was also .82.
Analysis of the Annotated Corpora
The annotated texts were saved as .sgml files. To extract the data from the annotated TOEFL iBT and ITA Speech Corpora, a Python code was written, tested, and applied. This allowed us to extract the annotated units into data types as follows:
• -6) and to analyze frequencies at the level of KSs and at the level of language functions. Because ITAs in lab settings tend to draw more upon practical knowledge, while ITAs in recitations and lectures draw more upon the focal content, we treated lab discourse as relatively comparable with responses to TOEFL independent Tasks 1-2, and their recitation and lecture discourse with responses to TOEFL integrated Tasks 3-6. Although we realize that such a correspondence is rather approximate, we considered it to be useful given the background knowledge (theory) and action knowledge (practice) dyad underlying the knowledge framework. Overall, the annotated data afforded descriptive analyses of the two corpora as well as comparative analyses of the four subsets.
Correspondence analysis (CA) was employed for further quantitative analysis of the annotated data using the IBM SPSS Statistics 24.0.
4 This is a multivariate analytic method used in exploratory investigations of associational relationships among multiple categorical data (Clausen, 1998; Hair, Black, Babin, & Anderson, 2009; Sourial et al., 2010; Yelland, 2010) . As an exploratory approach, CA does not require independent observations because no statistical inference is to be made. Rather, relative associations between categorical variables are examined through data visualization. In short, our data were organized in contingency tables where the row categories were the four subsets and the column categories were the six KSs or the language functions subordinate to each KS. CA calculated chi-square (χ 2 ) distances between the row and column categories, and their normalized profiles were plotted as points in low-dimensional graphs, called perceptual maps. The associations between the subsets and KSs, and between subsets and language functions, were examined in view of the distances among them as plotted on perceptual maps.
RESULTS
Focusing on the domain description inference, we aimed to investigate the assumption that the language functions elicited by TOEFL iBT speaking tasks are identified in authentic ITA discourse. To accomplish that, we needed to identify the language functions used to construct knowledge in authentic ITA discourse and the language functions elicited by TOEFL iBT speaking tasks and to determine whether TOEFL iBT speaking tasks elicit the language functions identified in English-medium ITA instructional contexts.
The use of KSs was first examined descriptively based on their occurrence in the TOEFL iBT speech corpus and the ITA speech corpus. The KS frequencies revealed similarities and differences between the two corpora. All six KSs were identified in both corpora (Table 4) . KS1 CLASSIFICATION was rarely used both by ITAs and TOEFL test takers. KS2 DESCRIPTION, KS5 EVALUATION, and KS6 CHOICE were relatively equally distributed. A detectable difference, however, surfaced in the use of KS3 PRINCIPLES and KS4 SEQUENCE, the former being more prominent in the TOEFL iBT speech corpus (28.51%) and the latter in the ITA speech corpus (28.94%). Note. ITA = international teaching assistant.
Another observation worth noting is that, despite the fact that the size of both corpora was almost identical (roughly 311,000 words), the raw frequency of the annotated units in the ITA speech corpus was much higher. The 15,441 KS unit difference between the two corpora reflects the nature of the language produced by the speakers in the two contexts, one of which was interactive, while the other was not. Because we manually annotated the data, it became apparent to us that the ITAs produced many short utterances during their interactions with their students, such as confirmation checks (e.g., Isn't it? Right?), solicitation of answers through short questions (e.g., How? Sorry?), and quick evaluation of students' input (e.g., yes, good, bad, excellent). Within each KS that occurred in the ITA speech corpus, the language functions were distributed as detailed in Appendix B. Notably, except KS1 CLASSIFICATION, each KS was primarily realized through one most frequent function in both lab and recitation/lecture subsets: describing in KS2 DESCRIPTION, predicting in KS3 PRINCIPLES, instructing in KS4 SEQUENCE, evaluating in KS5 EVALUATION, and expressing opinions in KS6 CHOICE. These functions accounted for 9%-15% in the lab data and 4%-16% in the recitation/lecture data. The frequency of the remaining functions in the two subsets was similar (lab, 1%-8%; recitation/lecture, 1%-6%). In both subsets, the frequency of the following functions was below 1%: defining in KS1 CLASSIFICATION; setting rules, specifying ends, and specifying means in KS3 PRINCIPLES; narrating and reporting in KS34 SEQUENCE; and making choices and presenting arguments in KS6 CHOICE. Making judgments in KS5 EVALUATION did not occur in the recitation/lecture data and had only two instances in the lab data.
Appendix C further presents parallel findings from the TOEFL iBT speech corpus. Here KS2 DESCRIPTION describing, KS5 EVALUATION evaluating, and KS6 CHOICE expressing opinions were prevalent in both types of tasks (Tasks 1-2, 9%-16%; Tasks 3-6, 7%-16%). In KS4 SEQUENCE, the function that emerged as more frequent was indicating order (Tasks 1-2, 10.91%; Tasks 3-6, 9.20%). KS3 PRINCIPLES predicting was somewhat richer in Tasks 3-6 (10.89%) than in Tasks 1-2 (7.68%); the opposite can be said about explaining (Tasks 1-2, 9.14%; Tasks 3-6, 7.34%). The frequencies of the remaining functions were very comparable, the middle percentage stratum ranging from 1% to 3% for Tasks 1-2 and from 1% to 4% for Tasks 3-6. The functions with frequencies below 1% in both data sets were KS1 CLASSIFICATION classifying; KS2 DESCRIPTION spatial positioning; KS3 PRINCIPLES setting rules, specifying ends, and specifying means; KS4 SEQUENCE instructing, narrating, and reporting; and KS6 CHOICE making choices and presenting arguments. The only function that did not occur in Tasks 1-2 was KS5 EVALUATION making judgments.
When juxtaposing the frequencies of functions in the TOEFL iBT and ITA speech corpora, corresponding patterns were discernable at the level of functions (Appendix D). KS1 DESCRIPTION describing, KS3 PRINCIPLES predicting, KS5 EVALUATION evaluating, KS6 CHOICE expressing opinions, and the two functions of KS1 CLASSIFICATION were similarly distributed in both corpora. KS3 PRINCIPLES predicting (9.98%) and explaining (7.86%) together differentiate TOEFL test takers' functional language use from ITAs.' A glaring difference, however, is in the use of the instructing function of KS4 SEQUENCE, which was the most common in ITA discourse (15.36%) and extremely rare in TOEFL responses (0.38%). Figure 3 displays what visually appears to be a pattern of occurrence decreasing from approximately 30% to less than 1%. Overall, this pattern applies to both corpora, indicating a comparable distribution of functions. The proportions of individual functions, however, vary to some extent, and this variation is further addressed by comparing the subsets of each corpus. Sorting by high to low frequency rate divided the data into three groupings (Table 5 ). Eight functions in the top group (KS5 evaluating, KS4 instructing, KS2 describing, KS6 expressing opinions, KS3 predicting, KS4 indicating order, KS3 explaining, and KS4 indicating process) dominated more than 70% of the functional language use in all four subsets, so they can be considered characteristic of the text types at hand. The second grouping of more than 16% contains seven functions (KS6 advising, KS3 hypothesizing, KS2 quantifying, KS3 concluding, KS2 spatial positioning, KS3 cause-effect, KS2 exemplifying, KS6 presenting options). The remaining 13 functions in the third grouping occurred at less than 9%. Importantly, comparing the graphs in Figures 4 and 5 horizontally, it becomes apparent that, except for KS4 instructing, the frequency-based order of functions in the first grouping (KS5 evaluating, KS2 describing, KS6 expressing opinions, KS3 predicting, KS4 indicating order, KS3 explaining, and KS4 indicating process) is similar across the four subsets of the two corpora. This observation is different for the functions in the second and third groupings. For instance, KS2 exemplifying placed 12th in TOEFL responses but 21st in ITA discourse; KS2 special positioning placed 19th and 13th; KS3 demonstrating cause-effect placed 9th and 14th; and KS6 making choices placed 20th and 27th, respectively. Additionally, we explored the associations among the six KSs and the four subsets included in our spoken corpora through CA. The chi-square value, which in CA represents a weighted Euclidean distance between categories, was significant ( 2 = 2009.051, df = 15), indicating that the measure of association between the KSs and categories is significant. In Table 6 , the eigenvalues, called inertia, reflect the relative importance of each dimension; the cumulative proportion of inertia here indicates that about 97% of the entire variance could be explained in terms of two standardized dimensions. Thus we used two standardized dimensions to perceptually map the normalized statistical profiles of our categorical variables (i.e., the subsets in rows; the KSs and the language functions in columns). Figure 6 shows the perceptual map of the associations among the KSs and the subsets. The dashed lines in the figure were added to mark the origin (0,0) of the coordinates. The straight lines connect the origin and the four profile points of genre subsets; the dotted lines connect the origin and the KS categories. The further the row and column categories in the data set are located from the origin, the more discriminating they are. Also, the smaller the angle is between two lines drawn to the profile points of the row and column variables from the origin, the stronger association their corresponding row and column categories have. If the lines from the profile points to the origin are perpendicular, the categories have no relationship to each other. An obtuse angle between the lines suggests that the corresponding categories are in a negative relationship (analogous to a negative correlation).
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We used different colors to indicate the KS and subset pairs that are closely related to each other. Pink indicates a relative association for KS1 CLASSIFICATION and recitation/lecture (ITA Rec-Ltr in Figure 6 ), green for KS4 SEQUENCE and Lab, orange for KS5 EVALUATION and TOEFL Tasks 1-2, and blue for KS3 PRINCIPLES and TOEFL Tasks 3-6. There are no lines connecting KS2 DESCRIPTION and KS6 CHOICE because they are very close to the origin (0,0), which means that they do not show a particular relationship with any of the subsets. Figure 6 Perceptual map of the relationships among knowledge structures and subsets.
In view of these considerations, based on the location of the profile points on Dimension 1 in Figure 6 , it can be inferred that ITA subsets are different from the TOEFL responses in terms of KS use; the profile points of ITA genres are located on the left-hand side of the origin on Dimension 1, whereas the profile points of TOEFL responses are all located on the righthand side of the origin. With respect to Dimension 2, ITA lab has an association with the responses to TOEFL Tasks 1-2, as both are below the delimiting line. Likewise, ITA recitation/lecture shares commonality with the responses to TOEFL Tasks 3-6, both appearing above the delimiting line of the dimension.
Judging by the lines between the origin and profile points in Figure 6 , it becomes clear that KS1 CLASSIFICATION was the most frequently occurring KS in ITA recitation/lecture, as it is located far in the same dimension and forms an acute angle between the two corresponding profile points. KS3 PRINCIPLES is most closely related to TOEFL examinees' responses to integrated Tasks 3-6 and KS5 EVALUATION to the responses to independent Tasks 1-2. KS4 SEQUENCE appears to be related to both subsets representing ITA curriculum genres. The profile point of KS6 CHOICE is very close to the origin, which means that its association is very weak, perhaps because it was relatively common in the other subsets. Similarly, although KS2 DESCRIPTION appears to be related to TOEFL Tasks 3-6, their relationship can be interpreted as weak because it is located close to the origin. The same can be inferred about the relationship of KS2 DESCRIPTION to the other genre subsets.
Using the same statistical technique, we explored the relationships among the functions and the subsets. Again, two normalized dimensions could explain about 95% of the total variance (inertia) of the function-centered data set (Table 7) . Figure 7 presents the perceptual map of the relationships between the individual functions and the subsets. Because many of the functions did not occur with a substantial degree of frequency in any of the corpora, the figure presents 18 rather than all 29 functions. We relied on Gries's (2008) and Lijffijt and Gries's (2012) normalized deviation of proportions (DP) as a measure of dispersion 6 and ran an additional CA by including only the functions with normalized DP indices greater than .25. This threshold index was chosen in order not to oversimplify the perceptual map while trying to more clearly depict the distinctions. In doing so, we also verified the positions of the selected 18 functions on the perceptual map against the perceptual map of all 29 functions; the positions were similar. Because drawing lines and angles between the origin and the profile points of functions and subsets (as in Figure 6 ) to show associations would make the perceptual map unreadable, we summarize the results in Table 8 . Proportionally speaking, KS2 comparing is related to TOEFL speaking Tasks 1-2, whereas integrated TOEFL speaking tasks (Tasks 3-6) elicited from test taker a variety of functions, including KS1 defining, KS2 exemplifying, KS4 reporting, KS4 narrating, KS5 making judgments, KS6 making choices, and KS6 making arguments. The proportion of KS3 demonstrating cause-effect appears to be commonly higher in TOEFL speaking tasks than in ITA discourse. The functions prevalent in the ITA subsets are less disperse on the perceptual map than those prevalent in TOEFL tasks. It means that many of those functions were frequently used in both lab and recitation/lecture genres. On the basis of the dimensions in which functions and subsets are located on the perceptual map, lab appears to have close associations with KS2 spatial positioning and KS3 specifying ends. On the other hand, recitation/lecture is closely related to KS3 setting rules and KS1 classifying. As it is close to the origin, KS4 instructing appears to be used in both ITA genre subsets, while having a slightly closer relationship with recitation/lecture. The map also suggests that KS2 quantifying and KS3 hypothesizing are commonly used in both TOEFL speaking responses and ITA discourse, compared to the other functions, as they are located very close to the origin. It has not escaped our notice that our CA results clearly discriminated between the ITA discourse and the TOEFL responses, as mapped onto Dimension 1. Importantly, mapping onto Dimension 2 supported our initial assumption that ITA lab discourse should be considered comparable with TOEFL independent Tasks 1-2 and recitation and lecture discourse with integrated Tasks 3-6.
DISCUSSION
Summing up the results, it can be concluded that functional discourse in the curriculum genres of the target domain of language use (lecture, recitation, lab) and in responses elicited by integrated and independent TOEFL iBT speaking tasks can be realized with 6 KSs and 29 language functions. All 6 KSs were used to construct knowledge in both the TOEFL iBT and ITA speech corpora. Of the 29 functions identified in the subsets of both corpora, 8 functions (KS5 evaluating, KS2 describing, KS6 expressing opinions, KS3 predicting, KS4 indicating order, KS3 explaining, KS4 indicating process, and KS4 instructing) amounted to more than 70%. Such distribution suggests that some functions were more characteristic than others in both our corpora. The presence of the functions that occurred with lower frequencies indicates that there is considerable variation in functional language use across the four subsets. The implications of these findings depend on the purpose of the description of the target language domain. Highlighting key features focusing on fewer functions, perhaps the eight functions in the top group, would be a more informative outcome given the motivation of this study. A more comprehensive description, on the other hand, might recount all 29 functions. KS use was not drastically different in the target instructional genres, and both subsets of the TOEFL iBT speaking tasks seemed to elicit functions relatively analogously across the KSs. The only discrepancy we detected was in the use of two KSs, KS3 PRINCIPLES being more frequent in test taker responses and KS4 SEQUENCE in ITA discourse. In terms of associational relations, KS3 PRINCIPLES appeared to be closely related with Tasks 3-6, KS4 SEQUENCE with ITA lab discourse. At the level of functions, the TOEFL tasks seem to have elicited more frequent KS3 explaining, while the CA results showed relative associations with nine functions. Of these, eight functions were related to Tasks 3-6, and only KS3 demonstrating cause-effect was related to both task types. Interestingly, KS4 reporting stood out on the perceptual map indicating a strong association with Tasks 3-6. Although confident interpretive claims cannot be made because the frequencies of this function were low, such an association is not unexpected-in the process of corpus annotation, we observed that the test takers often reiterated the information from the reading or listening passage.
On the other hand, KS4 instructing predominated in recitation/lecture and lab; in fact, it was the only function with the highest frequencies and strongest associations with both types of genre subsets. This is not unexpected, though, because KS4 instructing naturally reflects the general purpose of teaching. Instructional discourse often engages directives and various question types, including questions for clarification or confirmation purposes. In labs, in particular, ITAs normally have to guide individual students' or small groups' work on-site by soliciting actions imperatively. The more pronounced use of KS4 instructing by ITAs can also be explained by the interactive nature of ITA discourse. Unlike the testing context, face-to-face interaction in the classroom entailed the use of many short, fragmented, and incomplete utterances (e.g., How? Sorry?) Axelson and Madden's (1994) conclusion that the demands on language behaviors vary depending on the type of instructional context. Rounds (1987) studied successful classroom discourse of both domestic and international teaching assistants in mathematics classes and reported that effective teaching of course content requires specification of processes, which is a direct parallel to KS4 SEQUENCE indicating process, which prominently surfaced in our ITA speech corpus. Similarly, the description by Levis et al. (2012) of how ITAs organize and connect content ideas is similar to the functions of SEQUENCE. That being said, it is important to remark that in Levis et al., the language patterns of ITAs were not the same as those found in the discourse of native-Englishspeaking teaching assistants. Therefore a replication of our study with a native-speaker corpus is warranted.
Furthermore, although this study did not scrutinize the language choices that instantiated the KS functions, it is worth mentioning that ITAs' language choices largely reflected the nature of interpersonal communication, plus disciplinary content. The functions and language choice patterns observed in the TOEFL iBT speech corpus appeared to be determined to a great extent by the task prompts. Therefore a possible implication may rest with the design of TOEFL iBT speaking tasks. Perhaps new tasks could be designed to elicit functional language that would better represent the action knowledge constructed in the academic contexts of higher education. However, this may not be justifiable for a secondary use of the test, such as ITA certification, because the benefit of maintaining a close correspondence between the test tasks and the tasks in the target language use domain might come at a greater expense in terms of fairness.
CONCLUSION
This study investigated functional language use in ITA-facilitated instructional activities to inform decisions in higher education regarding the secondary use of TOEFL iBT speaking scores for the purpose of ITA placement and certification. Through an in-depth analysis of the discourse in the target domain of language use, we sought evidence for the domain description inference in the TOEFL interpretive argument. Our assumption was that the spoken performance of TOEFL iBT test takers may contain language functions similar to those used in the target domain. Unlike previous studies, we analyzed the language production of the target population with a particular focus on functional discourse features at the micro level of interactive language exchanges vis-à-vis test takers' responses to TOEFL iBT speaking tasks. Overall, the results produced mostly positive evidence supporting our assumption regarding functional language use, as the language functions were fairly similar at higher levels in both test responses and in the curriculum genres of the target domain. Yet our data also pointed out some differences, the most notable one being in the use of KS4 instructing. Consequently, a follow-up study should further explore the extent to which this difference could have a measurable impact on score interpretation and decisions related to secondary test use and more generally on the chain of inferences that follow, particularly to utilization.
Ideally, a future study would also account for the challenges we encountered. For example, because recruiting a large number of ITAs on duty proved to be difficult, we had to compromise and record more than one speech sample from most participants. Additionally, transcribing audio files was at times challenging because in some cases, intelligibility was affected by the interfering sound effects in lab settings. In such cases, the researchers had to spend additional time following the time stamp in the transcribed files to listen to the original audio and decipher the utterances that were not clear to the transcribers. More importantly, the degree to which our study results can be generalized more broadly to ITA discourse is hindered due to the characteristics of the ITA corpus (e.g., compiled at one university, predominantly science and engineering). Moreover, a considerable limitation we have to acknowledge is not being able to annotate the entire ITA data set. Timewise, it was not feasible to annotate texts in full (lengths ranging between 3,000 and 9,000 words). With a corpus fully annotated, one would be able to analyze the macro level of pedagogic discourse and identify patterns of organization and rhetorical composition in terms of communicative goals and functional strategies (Swales, 1981) , as has been extensively done for many genres of academic writing in various disciplines (see Biber, Connor, & Upton, 2007) . Such a study will enable mapping the language functions coded in this study onto rhetorical units of discourse as their specific linguistic realizations, which would be an innovative approach to domain description.
From a theoretical standpoint, the comparison of functions in TOEFL iBT speaking responses and authentic ITA speech can be more broadly interpreted through the lens of Mohan's (1998) distinction between background knowledge and action knowledge (theory and practice), which relies on the linguistic choices of KS pairs. Our results indicate that TOEFL iBT speaking tasks successfully target the CLASSIFICATION-DESCRIPTION and EVALUATION-CHOICE pairs but do not entirely account for the full complexity of the PRINCIPLES-SEQUENCE theory-practice dyad. Overall, the study supports the suitability of the knowledge framework approach for identifying the characteristics of functional discourse in different text types.
Finally, the results of this study suggest implications for automated text analysis of learner language, both spoken and written. If test tasks are to be designed to elicit functional language, then appropriate linguistic models are needed to automatically assess functional language. SFL is not new in natural language processing work (O'Donnell & Bateman, 2005) . According to Kappagoda (2009) , who argued for using SFL in automated text mining, high accuracy can be achieved in "predicting word functions in unseen text in co-training with other grammatical information, providing the basis for further grammatical and semantic text processing" (p. 1). The knowledge framework has not yet been employed in automated text analysis, largely because of the lack of fine-grained descriptors and of corpora annotated with SFL formalisms, which is needed to train and test machine learning models. Now two such corpora have been created in our study, and they could serve as the prime means for developing KS-based computational models for automated detection of functional language. Note. Bolded information indicates the most frequent language functions. (Hair, Black, Babin, & Anderson, 2009) . Additionally, CA is free from the assumptions of normal distribution, homoscedasticity, and independence of residuals that are mandatory for methods like MANOVA and loglinear regression. Using such methods requires that each person, item, or entity contributes to only one cell of the contingency table (Field, 2013) . In our study, each individual participant contributed to multiple cells in our contingency tables. Specifically, individual TOEFL test takers contributed multiple responses to Tasks 1-2 and Tasks 3-6. Some lab and recitation sessions were taught by the same ITA participants. Both TOEFL and ITA performances contained a variety of KS and functions in the same text. 5 Scaling of the perception map is also important, because the normalization of row profiles can distort the normalization of column profiles, and vice versa. In our study, symmetrical normalization was used for proper exploration of the data. 6 This technique is used to identify the lexical items that show distributional patterns distinctive from their expected proportions in the corpus. We adopted it to identify the functions that demonstrate distributional patterns from what is expected given the total use of functions in each corpus subset. 
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